Analysis of tra c for ACCORDO 2020
The data in this document have been collected with:
Alexa: https://www.alexa.com/
Facebook Analytics
Google Analytics
Majestic: https://it.majestic.com/
SERanking https://online.seranking.com/
Similarweb: https://www.similarweb.com/

We are presenting an analysis of ACCORDO tra c carried out using di erent
monitoring tools. Where possible, comparisons have been made with the only
medium active in Italy that could be de ned as a "competitor".

Alexa Ranking
Alexa Ranking is a global ranking system that ranks millions of websites in order of popularity.
It is calculated, among other data, by looking at the estimated average daily unique visitors and
the number of page views for a given site over the past 3 months. In this way it is possible to
estimate a popularity value for a particular site. The lower the Alexa rank, the more popular the
website is.
The constant work of the Agreement both in the production of content and in indexing guarantees
us a respectable ranking.
Accordo is placed at position 425,155
Our main competitor is at position 4,639,548.

accordo.it

competitor

The graph also shows a continuous increase in the Accordo.it ranking over the last 3
months, unlike our competitor who is constantly decreasing.

Tra c Analysis
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The overview of active users over for slots of 1-7-14-28 days shows a steady increase,
particularly signi cant during the strictest lockdown period. The average number of active users,
which in 28 days is around 8,969Au/g, in the 7 days of lockdown it rises to 9,507Au/g.
Despite the end of the lockdown and the resulting physiological reduction in tra c, the average
number of active users remained around 17% higher compared to the same period of the
previous year.

The following graph generated by Similarweb counting the visits over the last 90 days shows how
the intense work of the editorial sta led to a further increase, setting an absolute record of visits
of 21,340 individual users/day, with a total of 469,710 visits in 90 days.
ACCORDO is by far the main Italian access collector with 94% of tra c coming from Italy.

Lockdown

Another interesting overview provided by Analytics is the average session duration of 2:11 (2:10
according to Similarweb), highlighting a genuine and interested audience who reads the contents.
The data is con rmed by the visited pages per session, con rming that the ACCORDO users
(80% from direct searches, see g. 5) are well targeted.

The following image shows the ranking of ACCORDO according to Similarweb parameters. If the
global ranking is already a remarkable result given the number of sites published on the web
(1.33bn), the category gure places ACCORDO among the top 2,500 sites for the music category
**in the world**. This result would be even more signi cant if it were possible to narrow searches
to the instrument sector, since the category “Music” also includes mainstream sites of the calibre
of rollingstone.com and billboard.com.
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The data refer to June (the date is covered by the banner describing the category)

Thanks to excellent indexing, which guarantees the appearance on the rst pages in searches
related to musical instruments, ACCORDO’s tra c is largely generated by organic searches. It
must be emphasized that this result has been achieved solely thanks to the content quality, since
it has never been company policy to purchase keywords.

Audience composition
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The most interesting observation is the healthy drop in the average age of the audience.
Similarweb shows signi cant growth in the 18 to 24 year range, which in the last 12 months has
surpassed the 45 to 54 range.

The geographical origin of our audience remains unchanged compared to last year, con rming
that 94% of tra c comes from Italy.
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As far as the Italian territory is concerned, there has been a considerable increase in the number
of individual users for the rst four months, up by more than 165,000 units, +17% compared to
the same period last year. It is interesting to note that only a minority share of this increase comes
from the large cities where we have been present historically (Milan +13% - Rome +12%), while
the largest part, a solid 30%, is located in the Centre-South and South of Italy, showing an
audience is uniformly spread throughout the national territory, con rming our editorial product as
the only national reference point for music, instruments and education.

dati 2020

dati 2019

Backlinking, one of the inbound tra c drivers for websites such as ACCORDO, is crucial for
Google ranking. We veri ed the quality and quantity of backlinking using Majestic. In the left-hand
column, ACCORDO data, in the right-hand one those of the sole competitor in the sector. The
entry RECENT refers to last month, while HISTORICAL means since January 1, 2020.

In addition to providing an absolute value, Majestic allows comparison with previous backlink
patterns. As can be seen, the ACCORDO graph remains steady, with a slight upward trend. This is
due to the constant sharing of our articles, both on other sites and on social media. The data have
been calculated until 25/05/2020. The red line shows the data of our sole competitor.
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For completeness and clarity of analysis, we are showing two original graphs, with the respective
scales produced by the quantitative di erence between backlinks.

The strength of the ACCORDO indexing is also underlined by the number of keywords indexed by
the search engine. We constantly work to be 100% compliant with Google algorithms and the
result leads us to have more than 88k indexed keywords. Comparative analysis was carried out
using SERanking.

A glance at the social media
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For 2020, ACCORDO planned to dedicate a substantial workforce to its socials, starting an
editorial activity parallel to the site, starting in February, with a full programme of Instagram live
feeds and a massive publication of posts and native columns on Facebook and IGTV (Instagram
Television).
We want to point out that also in this case the tra c was not bought to create a ctitious
audience increase, instead we chose to aggregate an organic audience through titles and
hashtags, to create a genuine national fanbase, inspired to follow our pages thanks to quality
contents, by virtue of the fact that since 2016 Facebook has made the non-sponsored content of

pages less obvious on users' feeds.
The results of this new e ort lived up to our expectations: with the o cial Facebook pages of
ACCORDO (16,700+ subscribers) and SHG MusicShow (16,400+ subscribers) we could reach a
large selected audience organically.
Below is an example of one of our successful posts which reached over 21k people with 1,779
interactions (clicks on the article which reached 16,500 readings), 216 reactions, 25 comments,
and 24 shares. The banners next to the screenshots show the audience response rate calculated
as a percentage of the reaction+comment+share/follower ratio.
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As a benchmark for our Facebook activity we have chosen two posts on the same subject
published by our sole competitor at the same time. The data is public and searchable. Our posts
also show the number of people reached.

0,85%

0,08%

0,008%
0,63%

The result of our posts is in line with the average response rate on Facebook (0.5 - 0.8%)
demonstrating a real and pro led tra c, which Facebook Analytics shows in constant growth.
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Once again, we are consistent with the company policy of aggregating an organic audience. It
should also be noted that approximately half the tra c does not come from page fans, but from
sharing, thematic searches, and shares made by users.

In conclusion, we give the results of our Instagram page, which until February 2020 was used
exclusively as a repeater of the site’s contents. Despite the sporadic use, the results demonstrate
the quality of our audience and the value of our contents, with an engagement rate 5.5 times
higher than our sole competitor which has a nominal audience six times larger.

SHOP: 2020 new marketplace to favor the Italian market.
ACCORDO o ers music industry operators a new promotional tool ideal for coping with an
unprecedented crisis, capable of guaranteeing excellent sales results in a short time, even for
those with limited budgets.
Bringing more and more people closer to making music, supporting the culture and market of
musical instruments: these have always been the objectives of ACCORDO, the only Italian
publishing initiative that knows how to aggregate a quali ed, selected audience in constant
organic growth (here updated tra c analysis).
The new piece of this commitment is SHOP, a marketplace that makes it possible for Italian
operators in the sector to promote and sell their products at an a ordable costs.
After the rst 90 days from the o cial launch of the platform on November 27 on the occasion of
Black Friday, we can already share the rst exciting data.
In 90 days, the platform collected 1mln clicks on the ads.
The ads currently uploaded by the over 30 stores that have already joined are 12,650, but many
retailers are still synchronizing their databases.
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Calculated by Google Analytics were 146,585, the clicks to the ads were just over 1 per user.
Each person who visited ACCORDO clicked on at least one ad on average. To re ne the data one
click every 4 pages visited.

